
・

・

・

・

・ Is ventilation in the factory okay? (Corona virus measures)
・ The air conditioner does not work, the room is hot
・ Water leak
・ When a fire happening, are the fire extinguish measures perfectly?

・ Equipment transmission, installation, relocation, removal
・ Equipment foundation, pit
・ Pedestals addition, relocation, removal
・ Works related with the above
・ Partition extension, change, removal
・ Clean Room, Explosion-proofed Room, Cold storage

・ Energy Visual Control (Mieruka)
・ Renewal energy-saving equipment
・ Cooling water, coolant elementless filter
・ Improvement of septic tank drainage water quality

Representatif : TEGUH P
e-mail : teguhp@tsrt.co.id

     HP : 0812-1076-564

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク
（Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.）

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075
Head Office: SUMMITMAS I 7th Floor  021-5253400     Plant: Sano 0811-1803-367

Technical Center: Cibitung  021 - 88325503 Civil: Sano 0811-1803-367

Is the wiring or board hot?

Is there any change in the production equipment 
or layout of the factory? 

Electricity, Fire Alarm

Electricity increases, decreases, changes
Electrical equipment is old, has many breakdowns, 
has many power outages, and shocking

Please feel free to contact us for orders and 
consultations:

Are you well-prepared for a fire?

Air Conditioning, Sanitary, 

Plant, Civil

Energy Saving, 
Environmental Improvement

If you have any problems, please contact Taiyo Sinar

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK



Electrical equipment Check items

・ Can't electricity bill become cheaper?

There is possibility

・ Is there any futility from your electricity subscription?
There are different types of electricity subscription with electricity company
Is you electricity contract suits your usage? 
For example, in PLN, there are platinum, gold, silver, bronze, regular, etc.

・ Are there any devices that would be in trouble during power outage?
This can be handled by changing the contract with the electric company or adding equipment.
For example, adding generators and UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply)

・ Are there two or more generators installed?
If there are many generators, not only efficiency is wasted,  it might waste the  transformers as well wasted.

・ Is the cable hot?
If the cable gets hotter at a certain amount, it can cause an electric fire accident.

・ Is there flickering in the lighting?
There is also a malfunction of the lighting devices, as well as the power supply may not be stable.

・ Are there any plans for expansion or relocation of production equipment?
Don't you have trouble since you don't have spare circuit for the the panel breaker

・ Can you hear strange sounds from the electrical room?
The electrical room is the heart of electricity. It might cause power outage of fire.

・ Is the sensor installed where it is needed?
The dry season begins. The dry season is also a time when fires are likely to occur.

・ Are you interested in solar equipment?
How much will the electricity bill be reduce and how long will it take to a return? Allow us to handle it for you

Representative : TEGUH P
e-mail : teguhp@tsrt.co.id

     HP : 0812-1076-564

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク
（Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.）

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075
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Have you ever experienced such things with your electrical equipment?

If you have any problems, please contact Taiyo Sinar

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK

Please feel free to contact us for orders and consultations   
:

For example, lighting equipment, transformers, air conditioners, etc. ... Production equipment may be the same.

Compared to 10 years ago, electrical equipment has evolved dramatically. If you change to energy-saving 
equipment, your electricity bill will be cheaper.



Interesting Facts about The Solar Power System

・ Reduce Electricity bill with Solar Power System

・ A subsidy fund might apply

・ Contributes to CO2 reduction

・ The installation location is on the roof or ground

・ It's possible to lease the equipment

Representative : TEGUH P
e-mail : teguhp@tsrt.co.id

     HP : 0812-1076-564

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075
Head Office          : SUMMITMAS I 7th Floor  021-5253400     Plant: Suryanto 0811-941-562
Technical Center : Cibitung  021 - 88325503 Civil: Suryanto 0811-941-562

Please feel free to contact us for orders and 
consultations   :

Using the solar power system will reduce electricity bills remarkably

When the initial cost you pay for your Solar Power System is divided by the cost you've saved on electricity bill  
(break even year), it is mostly within 10 (ten) years. (Depends on the unit price of electricity bill)

For example, this year and next year, by using JCM credit (Joint Credit Mechanism), you can receive a 
subsidy fund of up to 50%  (for solar power, approx. 40%) from Japan.

The JCM is a system to cooperate with developing countries for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, in 
which the result of reduction is assessed as contribution by both partner countries and Japan.

Contribute to decarbonization plans in Japan and Indonesia. 

A lump sum lease including construction costs is also possible.

Most of the installation locations are on folded plate (half-fold) roof.

Our Proposal is free of charge！

If you have any problems, please contact Taiyo Sinar

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK

(Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.)

Aren’t you curious about the Solar Power System?

May you discuss the lease tenor  from 5(five) to 10 years.

Moreover, the solar panel we propose has a very small load capacity (about 8 kg / m2) and can be installed 
on most half-fold roofs.

If there is a vast idle land, it can be installed on the ground.

May you give us the information about your place ( address), floor plan and electricity bill, then we will 
calculate it for you.



Machinery Equipment Check items 

・ Can't electricity bill become cheaper?

・ Is the refrigerant of Air Condisioner in good condition?

・ Is there any abnormal noise from the blower or pump?

・ Is the volume of air ventilation sufficient?

・ Is the piping warm enough?

・ Painting of exterior walls and roof

・ Adoption of EcoCute

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075
Head Office          : SUMMITMAS I 7th Floor  021-5253400     Plant: Suryanto 0811-941-562
Technical Center : Cibitung  021 - 88325503 Civil: Suryanto 0811-941-562

Do you ever have such things with your Machine?

Compared to 10 years ago, machinery and equipment have evolved dramatically.

Reviewing machinery and equipment may reduce power consumption.

For example, high-efficiency heat source, pump, Inverter control blower, using Inverter Air Conditioner, etc. 

Due to the large ozone depletion potential of R-22 refrigerant for air-cooled type air conditioners, we are no longer 
possible to use it. So, when renewal the Air Conditioner, it is mandatory to use R-32 or R-410A type

If the centering of the blower and pump is not adjusted properly, abnormal noise will be generated from these 
devices.  If left unattended, it may cause a malfunction, so if you feel any discomfort, we recommend early 
maintenance.

The heat load of the building changes depending on the paint color of the outside wall and roof, as well as  kind 
of paint that is used.
If you are considering repainting due to aging deterioration of the paint, please feel free to contact us.

Due to the pandemic Covid-19, there are many inquiry tomake sure whether the volume of air ventilation in the  
room is sufficient or not.  Reference from the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare Japan.

We recommend reexamining the voluime of air ventilation  as a risk management. At that time, energy saving can 
be achieved at the same time by changing to a total heat exchange type ventilation device.

Even the cold water that has been cooled will be warmed up more and more by the surrounding environment if 
the cold water piping is not sufficiently kept warm.

Is not only the heat retention of the piping but also the heat retention of the valves sufficient? It is recommended 
to check not only cold heat but also hot piping.

We will propose a painting method that takes heat insulation performance for your consideration.

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK

(Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.)

Please feel free to contact us for orders and 
consultations   :

By adopting a heat pump type water heater, it is possible to use the cold heat from the outdoor unit of the water 
heater. Why not to consider the effective use of cold heat from the water heater outdoor unit instead of putting the 
air conditioner in the driver's waiting area, machine room, electric room, etc.



Proposal of Leasing Construction

・ Your Construction Costs can be leased

・ Affiliated leasing company is a Japanese company

・ Subsidy application is also possible

・ Lease tenor is negotiable

* However, the leasing company will conduct a credit check.

Representative : TEGUH P

e-mail : teguhp@tsrt.co.id

     HP : 0812-1076-564

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075

Head Office          : SUMMITMAS I 7th Floor  021-5253400     Plant: Suryanto 0811-941-562

Technical Center : Cibitung  021 - 88325503 Civil: Suryanto 0811-941-562

Helping improve cash flow for Equipment Renewal Costs

The contract is direct with a leasing company (We will do the construction)

If you have any problems, please contact Taiyo Sinar

(Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.)

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK

Please feel free to contact us for orders and 

consultations   :

You can lease construction work, electrical work, mechanical work, and other work related to production 

equipment 

We are affiliated with a leasing company.

We are cooperating with Japanese leasing companies.

Our Proposal is free of charge！

Affiliated leasing companies can also apply for JCM (Joint Credit Mechanism) on your behalf.

The JCM is a system to cooperate with developing countries for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, in 

which the result of reduction is assessed as contribution by both partner countries and Japan.

We will consider the tenor is from 1(one) to 5(five) years, and in some cases 10 years.



When there is an additional production equipment

・ Do you have enough electricity?

・ Is there enough cooling water and air?

・ Isn't it necessary to take measures against power outages?

・ Isn't a foundation and pit necessary?

・ When your staff in charge retired and you don't know who can be asked for......

Representative : TEGUH P
e-mail : teguhp@tsrt.co.id

     HP : 0812-1076-564

タイヨーシナール　ラヤ　テクニク

MEP: Ito 0812-1002-075
Head Office          : SUMMITMAS I 7th Floor  021-5253400     Plant: Suryanto 0811-941-562
Technical Center : Cibitung  021 - 88325503 Civil: Suryanto 0811-941-562

Please feel free to contact us for orders and 
consultations   :

Cooling water pits and cable pits may be required.

There are a wide variety of works such as foundation work, loading and installation of production 
machinery, electrical work, plumbing work, and exhaust duct work.

A distribution board breaker according to the power capacity is required.

If the electric capacity of the distribution board is insufficient, it is necessary to modify the distribution 
board, low-voltage switchboard and re-wiring

We will investigate existing equipment and create, then propose a power supply plan.

Investigate the usage of electricity in the factory and make an efficient plan.

We also support the addition of cooling water equipment and compressors.

We plan and propose emergency generator equipment and UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply 
equipment) for equipment that is in trouble if there is a power outage.

Depend on the machine weight, the foundation for machine might be required. Pile driver is also possible 
depending on the load conditions on the factory floor 
You might need it.

We will handle all necessary construction work.
Our Proposal is free of charge！

If you have any problems, please contact Taiyo Sinar

PT TAIYO SINAR RAYA TEKNIK

(Subsidiary Sumitomo Densetsu Co., Ltd.)

We can also perform foundation work and pit work.

Any problem with the new installation or refurbishment of your production Equipment?

After conducting a survey to existing, we will propose you a Piping Plan according to the required amount 
of cooling water and air.

We can handle all related works as one stop solution by one company.  So that, we can avoid having 
troublesome meetings and miss-adjustment which might cause construction mistakes.

We can also handle import customs clearance and transportation in collaboration with our partner 
Freight Forwarder.

If the low-voltage switchboard itself does not have enough electric capacity, it will be necessary to add a 
transformer.
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